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Knowledge Graph based Electrical Circuit Simulation and Component Selection
Electrical circuits can be interpreted as Graph structures with components represented 
as nodes and edges between components represented as edges between components. 
Node properties and design constraints can be viewed as node properties.

The simulation of  electrical circuits requires domain knowledge (Ohm’s law etc.), 
system knowledge (circuit) and product knowledge (information of different products 
available), similar to approach proposed in [2]. The proposed flow encapsulates much 
of this information in the form of knowledge graphs (KGs) and RDF triplets, which 
enables the addition of additional functionality and data simple and without the need 
for additional code. 

Product KG: A knowledge graph for different products available in online stores is 
constructed with the help of purpose built scrapers, which read online product 
catalogues and save this information in a KG using predefined property relations.  

Online data sources can use different notations and conventions to describe electrical 
properties, because of which, standardization of the notations and units is necessary. 
This is handled by specifying RegEx based format rules to standardize product 
properties stored in the Product KG.

Simulation KG: The system knowledge or input circuit to the system is also described 
using RDF. With the help of scripts, the circuit is simulated with PySpice[1] and node 
voltage outputs from PySpice are saved. 

The system then uses signal rules (also specified using RDF) to identify formulae that 
can be applied using known parameters to calculate new signal values (e.g. power 
consumption of a resistor can be calculated if the potential difference and resistance are 
known). The enriched circuit graph is saved in a Simulation KG for the circuit.

Component Selection: Information in the Simulation KG can be used to shortlist 
products from the Product KG using matching rules in SPARQL [3] [4], which specify 
how parameters for circuit components can be used to shortlist products. 

For ex: the power consumption for a resistance can be used to filter out products with a 
lower max power rating in the Product KG. Finally, component level ordering rules can 
be used to find the best match for the component. 

Cost Optimization with Component Selection

Automating component selection allows for the exploration of cost optimization for the 
selected components by identifying alternate product combinations for components in 
the circuit (for example replacing a 2k  resistor with 2x1k  resistors in series). This can Ω Ω
be especially useful as ordering a higher quantity of one component type can be cheaper 
than using different components. For example, a circuit having 1x1k  resistor and 1x2k Ω Ω 
resistor can be built (limiting to 1k and 2k   resistor products) Ω
1x1k 1x2k or 3x1k (2 1k ohms in series -> 2k  ) or 3x2k (2 2k   in parallel ->Ω Ω  1k  ). The Ω
component matching module explores solutions using of standard resistance values and 
calculates the cheapest possible solution.

However, this approach leads to challenges such as:

 1. Exponential increase in possible combinations with increasing number of 
components: Combinations are generated for each component and the cost has to be 
optimized for the entire circuit, which means that the number of possible configurations 
to be checked increases exponentially as the number of components grows. Currently 
only the best three solutions (sorted by accuracy) for each resistance are considered to 
keep the solution search space manageable

2. Cost per component for distributors changes with volume ordered, this leads to a cost 
curve for a product combinations for different volumes, the calculation of which is 
planned in future development.
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